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It is very important for normal operation as well as
preventing the final or modulator transistor from blowing,
to have a low VSWR antenna/load.  No more than 10%
reflected power is acceptable.  Take special care with all
RF cable, connectors and the antenna.  Small RG174
coax center conductor can be directly soldered to the RF
output “A” pad and it’s shield to the adjacent ground foil,
and the other end to the antenna or chassis connector as
shown on page 2.

MOUNTING:  The board must be put in a shielded enclosure
to prevent stray RF from getting into the camera, R/C
receiver or interference, and to provide a heat conduction/
radiation path.  See the app note using a 1590C box for
base or portable.  Other applications can use the Eagle
box, Sescom SB-6 or Radio Shack 270-238 Aluminum
box .  For heat conduction and grounding, mount with all
4-40-1/2" screws and nuts as illustrated, or tack solder at
the four corners if you make a brass or copper enclosure.
Keep power, video and sound leads away from the
antenna output or any part of the RF section.

BLANKING PEDISTAL:  This control must be reset any time
the the power supply voltage is changed more than .5
Volts, C7 is changed, or an external amplifier is connected.
Only adjust this control with no video connected.  Turn
the 1K blanking pedestal pot to full counter-clockwise -
max indicated power on a RF Wattmeter or dc Voltmeter
on the output test point.  With an external amplifier, a
Wattmeter must be placed on the amp output.  This level
is the peak envelope power or sync tip power.  Make a
note of it’s value.  Next slowly rotate the blanking pedestal
pot (clockwise) for  56% of the Wattmeter reading, or 75%
of the output test point voltmeter reading.  If you have a
calculator, multiply the Watts by .56 or the Volts by .75 for
the proper blanking pedestal power level.  Again, do not
touch the trimmer caps after setting the pedestal.

TXA5-RCb ATV TRANSMITTER BOARD
The TXA5-RCb was designed for R/C model and Rocket

applications, but can be used for any Amateur Radio ATV set
up.  The 3.5 x 1.8 is size should fit standard model rocket
packages and  accommodate most model aircraft.  The board
comes wired and tested and crystal controlled to your specified
70 CM frequency.   426.25 MHz is suggested for R/C to stay
away from FM and ATV repeater inputs normally found on
434.0 or 439.25 MHz.  Check with local ATVers.

The video modulator contains an adjustable sync stretcher
circuit that accurately sets the 70% / 30% video to sync voltage
ratio to compensate for any non-linearities in the video source,
exciter or add on amplifiers, regardless of average picture
level changes or video gain control adjustments.

The RF section has a crystal controlled oscillator around
106 MHz that operates at 1/4 the output frequency.  This keeps
crystal fundamental or harmonics out of the range of the R/C
receivers below 75 MHz and 2 meter voice coordination
channels.  The oscillator is followed by two doublers and a
modulated driver and final.  Frequency range is 425 to 440
MHz with a selected crystal tolerance of .005%.  Power output
is adjustable from 1.5 Watts p.e.p. @ 13.8 Vdc to as low as
100 mW.  Maximum power drops to about the 1 Watt legal
limit for radio control (Part 97.99) with a 12.6 V battery.

DC POWER INPUT: Power requirement is 12.0 to 14.0 Volts
DC at up to 350 MA with maximum RF output and 225 MA
at 100 mW.  Do not exceed 14.0 Volts, and make sure of
supply polarity before applying.  A small 1/2 to 1 Amp fast
blow fuse is suggested in the + supply line.  Run #22 wires
from the battery or regulated power supply to the solder
pad marked “+” and the negative lead to an adjacent pad
in the ground foil.  It is necessary to have a separate power
ground lead that goes directly from the board to the power
source.  The power source must be very stable as any
ripple on the supply voltage shows up as noise modulation
in the picture.

VIDEO INPUT: The board accepts any composite video source
(1 volt peak to peak, negative going sync into 75 Ohms).
This is standard from most all US cameras.  Twisted #22
hook up wire can be used for runs up to 6 inches long,
otherwise use small coax of any kind for up to 10 ft, or 75
Ohm coax for anything longer.  The center conductor goes
to the “V” pad and shield to the adjacent ground foil.

AUDIO SUBCARRIER INPUT:  This is optional if you also
want sound.  Use a short direct length of coax from the
FMA5-F Sound Subcarrier Board with the center lead to
the TXA5-RC “S” solder pad and braid to the ground foil.
Keep all audio leads away from RF leads as possible.

RF OUTPUT:  The board comes set up by us for > 1.0 Watts
p.e.p. RF output (sync tip power ->.6 Watts  blanking
pedestal)   into  a  50  Ohm  dummy  load with a regulated
13.8 Vdc  power  supply.  Less power can be set with C7.

------------------------------------------------------ 
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POWER OUTPUT REDUCTION:  C7 can be rotated up to 90
degrees to decrease the power to as low as 100 mW, if
desired, but do not touch the other trimmer caps; they will
change the video linearity and could become unstable.
Reducing RF power out may help R/C receiver overload,
but shielding the R/C receiver, adding the low pass filter
and shielding the transmitter to reduce the 100 MHz crystal
oscillator radiation into the receiver will have more effect.
See the R/C app note before flying the ATV transmitter.

 Web site:  http://www.hamtv.com      Email:  ATVinfo @ hamtv.com
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TXA5-RC   P.C. Electronics © 4/2006 The OAL 5L-70cm with it’s >60 degree beamwidth
cuts down multipath ghosts and is suggested for
R/C receive, portable and public service applica-
tions.  The antenna connector can mounted directly
above the board only if the lead is 1/4" or less and
the shield is also directly soldered to the board
ground plane  to keep the VSWR low, otherwise use
coax.

4.5 MHz Sound subcarrier from FMA5
Make direct connection with RG174
coax in the same manner as the RF out.
Check for shorts with Ohm meter - must
be >200 Ohms.

2nd doubler
Peak C4 & C5
>.4 Vdc

1st doubler
Peak C2 & C3
>1.2 Vdc

Oscillator
Peak C1
>.6 Vdc

RF Out
Test Point
Peak C6, 8 & 9
> -7Vdc @ 1W

If no RF power output, and the  osc and doubler
test points are normal, check the Video Test
Point resistance to ground.    If less than 1K,
the MRF555 is blown.  If OK, check the DC
voltage.  If  less than 2 Vdc, the Modulator is
blown - most probable cause is high VSWR.
You can get replacement MRF-555 and
2N3553 from RF Parts - 800 7372787

Yes, the heat sink on the
modulator transistor is hot to
the touch - 130 to 140
degrees F after 1 minute is
normal.

Video
   IN

+13.8 V
Gnd

RF / Antenna Output solder pad
Make direct connection with RG174 50
ohm Coax by folding back braid and
soldering to the ground plane.  Check for
short with an Ohmeter - should read
between 2K & 5 K.

See SET UPS paragraphs

S

RG174

 FREQUENCY CHANGE OR TUNE UP:  The module comes
tuned and set up for your specified frequency at 13.8 Vdc.
Output frequency is crystal frequency times 4.  You should
not need to readjust anything excpt the video gainpot.  If
you suspect that the tuning has changed due to handling,
shipping, running 12V, etc., or you wish to change to another
crystal frequency follow this procedure exactly.
1. Disconnect any video and turn the pedestal pot full

counter clock wise.  Make sure that the low VSWR
antenna or 50 Ohm dummy load is connected.

2. Referring to the layout drawing, connect  a DC voltmeter
to the oscillator test point and slowly adjust C1 for
maximum DC voltage.  Then in like manner, peak C2
and C3 at the 1st doubler test point.  Continue on to
peak C4 & C5 at the 2nd doubler test point.

3. C7 should be preset at maximum capacity (metalized
half of the rotor parallel with the flat end of the cap) and
barely touched up only after peaking C6.  Connect the
DC Voltmeter to the RF output test point and peak C6,
C7, C8 and C9 for maximum output.  A Watt meter can
also be used (Diamond SX1000 5 Watt scale or Bird)
instead and will also verify VSWR.

ANTENNA:  This is the most important part of your video
system.  It must be broadband and designed for the
operating frequency for proper transmitter operation and
best distance.  For R/C Airplanes, a 13.5" Dipole
embedded in the tail fin works best.  Run RG 174 50 Ohm
coax to it from the transmitter.  Secure the coax at as
many places as practical to minimize vibration modulation
noise.  Trim each side of the dipole in 1/8" increments for
minimum VSWR, any close metal can affect the match.
A vertical ground plane can also be made with a 6.5" whip
sticking straight down (best) or up from the fuselage.  The
coax shield at that point should connect to some copper
tape or wire 6.5" long running both directions horizontally
along the fuselage.  For other applications the Diamond
RH519 or RH77CA antenna is great for portable.

VIDEO GAIN:  Apply video with a well lit white spot or area
that occupies at least 10% of the picture and adjust the
video gain 100 Ohm pot to the point where the white area
just begins to smear or white out, then back down a little.
Monitoring on your own close by TV set can give a false or
unstable picture due to overload or multipath reflections.
If this occurs have someone 100 ft or more away talk in
your adjustment over the local 2 meter ATV coordination
channel - 144.34 or 146.43 simplex most common.
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Packaged TXA5-RCb 1.5 Watt 70cm  ATV Transmitter

The TXA5-RCb 1.5 Watt 70cm ATV transmitter board, along with the FMA5 sound subcarrier generator and TR-
1b T/R relay boards can be packaged in a small 4.7x3.7x2.1” CAB234 die cast aluminium box for base or portable
use.   At the home shack, it may be used with the TVC-4G downconverter with its 13.8 Vdc and antenna input
switched by the TR-1b in this box.  The small box also makes it perfect for public service events, field day, etc., it
can easily be externally battery powered and clipped to a belt or back pack for portable operation.

Construction procedure:
Yes, it’s tight but worth it.  All the boards and parts listed will fit
within the Hammond 1590C die cast  aluminum box if care is taken
and the mounting sequence followed.
1. Drill out the box using the templates.  Check that all parts fit

properly in the holes.  Clean box with isoprophyl alcohol then
paint and letter the outside surfaces.

2. Mount the lower row of front panel connectors, toggle switch,
rear panel BNC and N jacks.  Put in the board mounting screws
(but use a single nut instead of two).  A ground lug is used
under each of two of the TXA5-RCb nuts closest to the FMA5
instead of a lock washer.

3. Before mounting the DC power jack, prewire the leads:
Sockets 1 and 3  1” #22 buss - solder to gnd lug
Sockets 2 and 4  2” #22 red

4. Solder 1” buss wires (4) on the RCA jack center &  ground lug.
5. Solder a 3” #22 green wire to the Mic jack center lug
6. Solder a 1” buss wire from the bottom lug of the toggle switch

to the adjacent ground lug.  Also solder one side of a 100 ohm
1/4 watt resistor to this same ground lug -long ground lead

7. Solder 6” & 1.5” black #22 wires to toggle switch center lug
Solder, other end of the 1.5” lead to the PTL jack center lug..

8. Remove 100 ohm video gain pot from TXA5-RCb, 50K mic
gain pot and 10K line audio gain pot on FMA5 board.

9. Solder the RG174 coax between the boards:
4” from TXA5RCb A antenna output top side to TR-1b T pad.
5.5” from TXA5RCb S sound input  to FMA5 out bottom pads.

10. Solder twisted 4” long yellow and blue #22 wires from top of
TXA5-RC center (blue) and CW (yellow) pads to the respective
100 ohm video gain panel pot terminals.

11. Solder 3.5” #22 green wire from 10K line audio panel pot center
lug to respective solder pad on FMA5 board.

12. Solder 3” green twisted pair from 50K mic gain pot center and
CCW lugs to respective solder pads on FMA5 board.

(c) 5/2005

13. Solder on TR-1b board +TX pads:  3” #22 red to FMA5 +, 5”
#22 red to TXA5-RCb + and a 4” #22 red.  Solder 1” buss to R
pad.  Solder the black lead from the toggle switch to the PTL
pad.  Solder the red lead from pin 4 of the DC power jack to the
+R solder pad and then mount the board.  Solder the N center
pin to the board and the R buss wire to the BNC center - carefully
angle the iron so as not to melt the relay cases.

14.  Solder wire from the mic jack to the M pad on the FMA5 board.
15. Mount the TXA5-RCb board then the FMA5 - no top nuts

necessary on the bottom two FMA5 mounting screws, no room.
16. Mount the transmit lamp and connect the 4” red wire from the

TR-1b board +TX to one side,  100 ohm resistor to the other.
17. Mount the panel pots.  Solder the 4 buss wires from the RCA

jacks to their respecive CW and CCW (gnd) lugs.
18. Dress the wires and check everything for shorts.
19.  Make DC power cable - use a fuse holder in + lead from pin 2.
1
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Cut out the drill templates here and on
the next page, and place over the
respective Hammond 1590C
aluminum box sides.  Align with the
edges and hold in place with tape or a
rubber cement.  Center punch through
the paper, or poke a hole through the
paper, then place on the box and mark
with a pencil.  Measure  the distances
to the alignment reference holes and
correct if necessary before drilling.

Drill all holes with a .140 dia drill first,
check alignment again, then finish with
the larger drills.  Debur all holes.

Check all parts for fit, then clean the
box with isopropyl alcohol prior to
painting.  Spray paint the outside
surfaces of the box and cover.  After
drying, rub on letters can be applied
and then a coat of clear paint.  Again,
after complete drying, assemble all the
parts and wire per the sequential
procedure on the previous page.

Chassis Layout

Front view from outside, top cover removed

.375 dia for
Video gain pot

.312 dia for
Line gain pot

.312 dia for
Mic gain pot

.250 dia 
for
transmit 
switch

.250 dia 
for
line audio 
jack

.250 dia 
for
video
jack

.156 dia 
for
PTL
jack

.234 dia 
for
mic
jack

.281 dia for
transmit 
lamp

.60

1.70

Left

Packaged TXA5-RCb 1.5 Watt 70cm  ATV Transmitter cont.

2

Bottom view from outside

Front

Four .140 dia for TXA5-RCb
4-40x1/2 mounting screws

Use a solder lug under
these two nuts instead of a
lock washer.

Rear

Web site:  http://www.hamtv.com        Email:  ATVinfo @ hamtv.com

Rear view from outside, top cover removed

.625 dia for
power jack

.375 dia for
BNC jack

.625 dia for UG58 N 
antenna jack and four 4-
40x1/2 mounting screws 1.50
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3

Left Side view from outside, top cover removed

Four .140 dia holes for
FMA5 4-40x1/2 
mounting screws FrontRear

.250

Four 4-40x.5" 
screws

Chassis

UG58
N Conn.

5/ 8" ho le

Eight 4-40 
nuts & lock 
washers

Board

TR-1b

4-40x1/2
Screw

Chassis

#4 Lock Washer

 4-40 Nut

#4 Lock Washer

4-40 Nut

PC Board

Board Mounting Detail

.140 dia
hole

Drill

Place screw through hole in chassis, drop on lock washer or solder
lug, then finger tighten the nut.  Then place the PC board on the nuts
and check for fit.  Push down on the board near the mounting hole
while tightening with a screwdriver to lock in the alignment.  Then
put on the final lock washer and nut.

Packaged TXA5-RCb 1.5 Watt 70cm  ATV Transmitter cont.
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Parts list for packaging the ATV transmitter:
RS part numbers = Radio shack, the alternates after are from
Mouser - call:  1-800-346-6873

1   TXA5-RCb ATV transmitter board, P. C. Electronics
1   FMA5 sound subcarrier board, P. C. Electronics
1   TR-1b T/R relay board, P. C. Electronics
1   UG-58 N chassis jack, P. C. Electronics
1   100 Ohm carbon pot, P. C. Electronics
1   Hammond 1590C die cast aluminum box, 546-1590C
1   10K line audio pot, RS 271-1715, 31VA401
1   50K mic gain pot, RS 271-1716, 31VA405
1   UG1094 BNC chassis jack, RS 278-105
1   4 pin chassis power jack, RS 274-002
1   4 pin power plug, RS 274-001
1   Inline fuse holder, RS 270-1217
1   1 Amp 3AG fuse, RS 270-1005, 504-AGC-1
2   RCA phone jack, 161-1052
1   Mini mic jack, 16PJ012
1   Sub-mini PTL jack, 16PJ100
3   Knob, builders choice, ME 450-6015 - shown in pix
1   Toggle switch, RS 275-612, ME 108-MS550K
1   Lamp, RS 272-331
1   100 Ohm 1/4 watt resistor, RS 271-1311, 29SJ250-100
12 4-40x1/2” pan head screws, RS 64-3011, 5721-440-1/2
22  4-40 nuts, RS 64-3018, 5721-440
20  #4 internal tooth lock washers
2   #4 solder lug, 534-7311
4   Rubber bumpers, RS 64-2346, 517-SJ-5007BK
Misc #22 hookup and buss wire, #18 for DC power leads

(c) 5/2005
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Bottom view is from the outside.
Drill nine .140 dia holes

1 Watt ATV Transmitter drill drawing using a Hammond 1590D die cast aluminum box.
P.C. Electronics TXA5-RCb, FMA5-G and TR-1b boards.  (c)2013

4-40x5/16 screw
Fuse Holder

FMA5-G Sound board

TXA5-RCb Transmitter board

Front

Rear

.281 .281

.250 .250

.250 .250.156 .234

.328 .328 ..375

On/Off switch T/R switch PTT
submini jack Mic

mini jack
RCA jack
Line Audio

RCA jack
Video In

50K Mic Gain 10K Line
Audio Gain

100 Ohm
Video Gain

Power On & TX On
12V lamps RS 272-331

.125

LED

.250

.250 .625

UG58 type N
Antenna jack
Four .140 holes

.625

RCA video
monitor jack

UG1094 BNC to
downconverter
jack

DC power jack
1.  ground
2.  13.8Vdc In
3.  ground
4.  + to downconverter

Parts list is the same as with the smaller Hammond box on the previous page.

Cut out at outer edge of box lines.  Place over and tape to the outside surfaces with the cover
off.  Center punch all holes. Pilot drill all holes with a .125 diameter drill.  Check alignment
then drill to final sizes.  Debur by hand with a larger drill.

Top

Top
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Driving the PA5 20 Watt Amplifier from the 1.5 Watt
TXA5-RCb ATV Transmitter Board

There are many applications where having the flexibility of easily switching from 1.5 Watts to 20 Watts without
having a completely separate ATV transmitter system is desireable.  If 1.5 Watt is not enough for a public service
event, or in a long range balloon, rocket or R/C application, but there are other times when you dont need 20 Watts,
then you can drive the PA5 20 Watt peak envelope power amplifier through a RF attenuator.

 I often get asked if the PA5 20 watt amp can be driven by the TXA5-RCb just by turning the peak envelope
power down with C7.  The answer is maybe; but you must be able to accurately measure the TXA5-RCb output
power.  If you dont verify before connecting to the PA5 that the power is less than the 200 milliwatt's, you will
blow the first stage of the power module.  Most do not have a RF power meter that will accurately go down that far.

Secondly, the 20 watt power module in the PA5 only takes about 20 mw to give the 20 Watts out at 13.8 Vdc
applied.  The TXA5-RCb may not want to be turned down that far (adjusting C7) and still be able to set the
pedestal as well as get good stable video.

If you want to switch back and forth between 1.5W and 20Wpep the easiest answer is to put a good, known, 15 or 20 dB
2 watt inline attenuator in the coax line between the TXA5-RCb and PA5.  Mini-Circuits Lab makes a 50 Ohm 2 watt inline
coax attenuator with SMA connectors, model S20W2,  for $30 (718-934-4500  www.minicircuits.com).

Using a 13.8 Vdc supply, the 20 dB Mini-Circuits Lab S20W2 attenuator, gave 16.5 watts pep out with 1.7 watts out of
the TXA5-RCb on 426.25 MHz in my tests.  Dropping the DC voltage down to 12.0 Volts to the TXA5-RCb as one might do
in an R/C aircraft, rocket, portable, or engine off mobile, the TXA5-RCb put out 1.3 watts pep and the PA5 9.6 watts.  If the
PA5 is also run at 12.0 Vdc then you could use the 15 dB model S15W2 attenuator for higher power output.

The attenuator shown varies from about 18 dB to 33 dB with the pot, and gave 25 Wpep max to 2 Wpep minimum when
driven with 1.7 Wpep from the TXA5-RC.  Construct on a 1.5 x 1.25” piece of copper PC board.  Note there are practically
no leads so as to minimize inductance.  Two holes are drilled to mount on the chassis with screws to help pull away some of
the heat.  Check for shorts before applying power with an Ohm meter.

Another solution, if you have room, is to coil up 80 feet of RG174 coax to give the 20 dB of attenuation at 420 MHz
between the two modules.  RG-174 has 25 dB/100 ft. of insertion loss at 420 MHz or 1 dB/4 feet.  The coax length can then
be reduced little by little until the full 20 watts p.e.p. is reached out of the PA5.  No matter which method of attenuation you
use, you would need to have a good RF power meter in the PA5 output to verify that the peak envelope power does not exceed
20 Watts and to reset the TXA5-RCb pedestal pot for 60% of what ever the p.e.p. reading is.  The PA5 will put out more
p.e.p., some as high as 30 watts, but the video linearity and color burst start to degrade and the signal strength between 20 and
30 watts is hardly noticeable at the receive end.

RG-174
to TXA5-RCb
Output

62 Ohm
2 Watt
Metal
Oxide

220 Ohm
1 Watt
Metal
Oxide 100 Ohm

Carbon
   Trim
   Pot

RG-174
To PA5
Input

You can also build a Pi attenuator using
non-inductive resistors (no wire wounds), but
the wire leads are very significant inductors,
especially the 62 Ohm resistor.  The TXA5-RCb
side 62 Ohm needs to be a 2 Watt as it dissipates
most of the power.

Mouser Electronics (800-346-6873) Part Numbers
62 Ohm 2 Watt Metal Oxide Resistor - 282-62
220 Ohm 1 Watt Metal Oxide Resistor - 281-220
100 Ohm Carbon Trim Pot - 531-PT10V-100
     Use a small piece of copper PC board as a ground plane and heatsink to mount
the attenuator parts.  Bend the pot CW and wiper pins up 180 degrees and connect
directly to the 220 Ohm resistor and to the RG174 coax center.  CCW pin to ground.
Make sure that the CW and wiper pins do not touch ground when adjusting.  With
TXA5-RC pedestal pot at max CCW, no video plugged in, start attenuator pot at
CCW and slowly increase to 20 Watts.  Then reset the pedestal pot for 11 to 12 W.

©5/05

Interconnection shown before mounting in the PA5 chassis.

Direct connect with RG174 coax
or with connectors if in a separate
chassis.

62
2W

220 1W

100 Ohm
Pot

TXA5-RC

PA5

RG-174
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1.5”

1.25”
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Packaging the 1W ATV Transmitter Board for R/C
One might be tempted to not package the TXA5 transmitter for placement in a R/C vehicle in order to save

weight, but it is necessary to minimize radiation from the crystal oscillator between 105 and 110 MHz and other
stages through to the final output from getting into the close by R/C receiver.  A 72 or 75 MHz R/C receiver does
not have a lot of rejection at 105 MHz, a 50 MHz R/C receiver will do best but still might not be enough depending
on how close the transmitter is to the receiver and also the respective antenna separation.  The die cast aluminum
box shown here only takes the weight from 2 oz. to 6.5 oz but provides great shielding.

Parts List;
TXA5-RCb ATV TX, P. C. Electronics
Eagle 4591 box,  P. C. Electronics
.001 Feedthru cap,  P. C. Electronics
RCA Jack,  Mouser 161-1052
BNC Jack, Radio Shack 278-105
    Mouser call 800-346-6873 (c) 6/2005

nuts to hold the board.  Mount the RCA jack and bend the ground
solder tab so that the 33 pF disc cap has practically no leads when
attached.  Connect and solder the video and ground leads to the RCA
Jack, then the DC power lead to the feed thru cap.  Mount the BNC or
SMA jack.  Cut the RG174 coax to 2”, strip the outer insulation off to
1/4” and fold it back.  Strip the center conductor 1/8” and carefully
solder to the connector as shown.   This is necessary to prevent a
VSWR current flowing all through the inside of the box.  Verify with
an Ohm meter that the coax is not shorted - >4K to ground.

Before mounting the board, solder in a 1” video lead, 1” ground lead and 1.5” DC power lead to the
respective board solder pads.  Finger tighten the 4-40x1/2 screws, lock washer and double nuts.  Mount the board,
and while holding the board down in place with your hand, tighten the screw heads.  Then put the lock washer and

The Eagle 4591 4.5x2.5x1.2” die cast aluminum box is slightly larger than the similar size in LMB, Bud or
Hammond and will accommodate the TXA5-70S or TXA5-RCb transmitter boards.  Place the board centered in
the box, mark and drill four .140 holes.  Drill templates are shown below for the connector ends.  A BNC UG88 or
gold plated SMA jack is used for the RF output with RG174 braid soldered to the shell.  RG58 or RG174 coax
cable with a BNC or SMA plug on the end can be made or purchased from Nemal Electronics (305 893-3924) to
connect to the antenna.  A .001 mF feedthrough cap is used for the DC input and a RCA jack with a 33 pF disc cap
for RF bypassing on the camera video input.

Cut out drill template and center punch indicated hole locations.  Check .35” and  .45”
dimensions from open edge with cover removed before drilling.
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TXA5-RCb in a Eagle die cast aluminum box
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Putting the TXA5-RCb transmitter and FMA5-G sound boards together in a Hammond 1590BB die cast
aluminum box (available plain or black) makes a small ATV rig for portable applications like our original “Kreepie
Peepie” board did some years ago.  For public service applications, a belt clip can be attached to the box or put in
a belt pack pouch.  For larger R/C vehicles that want to add sound to hear the change in engine loading during
climbs and dives, balloons popping or wind noise, or to send back data like APRS on the audio subcarrier, this is
the way to go.  The weight is 12 oz, and current draw is 350 ma at 12V which conserves battery size and extends
operating time compared to other ATV transmitters for the same DX.

Parts List:
ATV Transmitter Board P.C. Elect. TXA5-RCb
Sound Subcarrier Board P.C. Elect. FMA5-G
Hammond 1590BB Mouser 546-1590BB
2 RCA Jacks A/V Mouser 161-1052
Mini Mic Jack Mouser 16PJ012
BNC Jack Radio Shack 278-105
2.1mm DC Power Jack Mouser 274-1563
2.1mm DC Power Plug Radio Shack 274-1569
Toggle switch Mouser ME 108-MS550K
4 100 pF disc caps Mouser 140-CC502N101J
8 4-40x1/2 pan head screws, 24 nuts & 16 internal tooth lock washers

WireList:
Red 6” from DC Jack to DC Switch
Red 2.5” from FMA5+ to DC Switch
Red 5” from TXA5-RCb+ to DC Switch
Yellow 2” from TXA5-RCb Vpad to Video Jack
Blue 2” from FMA5 M pad to Mic Jack
Brown 2” from FMA5 L pad to Line Audio Jack
4” RG-174 coax from FMA5 to TXA5-RCb
2” RG-174 coax from TXA5-RCb to BNC Jack
Bypass Mic, Line, Video and Power jacks with
100 pF disc ceramics - short leads.
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Mount in a shielded box.

Drill

Prewire the two boards as shown in the photograph below using the wire list.  Different colored #22
hook up wire is used for easy circuit identification, but not necessary.  A length of RG174 comes with the
TXA5-RCb.  Take care when soldering the coax to have no mechanical bends that could make the center melt
through the dialectric to the shield.  After soldering to the boards, check all connections, especially the coax,
with an Ohm meter for shorts.  All connections must be greater than 70 Ohms with respect to ground.

Make a copy of the drill drawing on the next page and prepare the chassis.  Mount all the connectors and
switch.   Put the 4-40 screws in the 8 holes on the bottom with a lock washer and finger tighten the 2 spacer
nuts.  Mount the boards then tighten the screws after alignment by pressing down on the respective corner of the
board.  Then add the final lockwasher and nut.  Connect all the wires to the jacks and switch as shown in the
photo on the next page.  Check for shorts once again.  Connect to a good low SWR 50 ohm antenna and enjoy.
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Cut out the drill templates, and place over the respective Hammond 1590BB aluminum box sides.  Align with the edges and hold in place
with tape or a rubber cement.  Center punch through the paper, or poke a hole through the paper, then place on the box and mark with a
pencil.  Measure  the distances to the alignment reference holes and correct if necessary before drilling.

Drill all holes with a .140 dia drill first, check alignment again, then finish with the larger drills.  Debur all holes..

Check all parts for fit, then clean the box with isopropyl alcohol prior to painting.  Spray paint the outside
surfaces of the box and cover.  After drying, rub on letters can be applied and then a coat of clear paint.  Again,
after complete drying, assemble all the parts and wire per the procedure on the previous page.
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Dress all the wires and make a solder bridge between the two boards as shown in the photo.


